NATIVE WOODS
Prefinished Pattern
Bring nature’s beauty home with UFP-Edge Native Woods. This tongue and groove wood board will make a stunning impression on walls, ceilings and on select covered exterior applications like soffits and porches.

NATURAL AND COLORFUL
The inherent beauty of Native Woods is in the native knots and grain of the wood. Each board features a unique wood grain pattern beneath a smooth surface. Available in natural or colorful prefinished options, Native Woods lets you create a custom look in less time when compared to painting or staining at the jobsite.

PRECISE PROFILES
Select from tongue and groove nickel gap joint or a WP4 V-groove joint. The interlocking board pattern allows for a consistent gap and a more secure installation with fewer exposed fasteners. And because every board is end-matched, installation requires fewer cuts for less waste.

KEY FEATURES
- WP4 (V-groove) or Nickel gap reveal
- Prefinished to reveal native wood grain
- End-matched requires fewer cuts
- Perfect for interior walls and ceilings
- Use on select covered exterior application

PROFILES
- T&G nickel gap reveal end-matched
- WP4/T&G V-groove joint and end-matched
FINISH OPTIONS

- NATURAL (clear coat)
- ALPINE
- GUNMETAL
- NIGHTFALL
- RIVERWASH
- SADDLE
- WHISKEY BARREL
- ARCTIC MIST
- TIMBERLAND

SPECIFICATIONS

Width: 1x6 | Thickness: 11/16-in.
Lengths: 10, 12, 14, 16 ft., 10-16 ft. lengths come in a random length tallies.
Pattern: Interlocking T&G | End-matched
Matching 1x4 trim
Species: ESLP
PREMIER OUTDOOR LIVING PROJECT FEATURING WHISKEY BARREL

View Native Woods online
Scan QR code with your smartphone to view more detailed information on our website.

Tag us in your UFP-Edge projects @ufpEDGE

ufpEDGE.com